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Speaking up Against Impunity...

In Chenganoor, India Kerala Alappuzha
District, a neighbor molested parents as well as children aged 10, 8, and 6 by firing crackers. The police had not taken the case
seriously and have failed in their duty by neglecting the case, due to which give way to the D.Y.S.P. office siege lead by IHRC SMM
and protesting against the DYSP office for inaction.

For this course and impact of the protest, action has been taken by respective offices, and bail was neglected for the perpetrator by
the District Court and High Court as he was pushed to remand by making moves at respective courts.

It was an Honour and another milestone achievement for IHRC in India for speaking against impunity.

Proud to be an IHRC member, "Because what we do today we do for Generations".
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